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Notes, Short Comments, and Answers
to Correspondents.

A MINIATURE COLONIAL MEDICAL SERVICE.
A REPORT on the Tongan or Friendly Islands Protectorate,

prepared by Mr. H. E. W. Grant, C.M.G., the British
Agent and Consul, has just been presented to Parliament.
The islands in question, over which a British Protectorate
was proclaimed on May 19th, 1900, are situated in the
Southern Pacific to the E.S.E. of Fiji and 390 miles there-
.from. They have an area of 385 square miles and a native
population of about 23,000. The non-native population is
estimated at 835, including 368 British, 133 German, and
45 American. The birth-rate per 1000 for the year 1913 was
35-89 and the death-rate 17’36. The following is an extract
,from a memorandum on the medical service of Tonga
prepared by the chief medical officer, Dr. Arnold W.
Izard: "At the three centres-Nukualofa, Haabai, and
Vavau-hospitals have been established, each under a
European doctor. Each hospital is a wooden building
with two wards, male and female, a dispensary, operating
theatre, and store-rooms. Native houses hav6 been erected
.In each hospital compound for isolation cases. Each
hospital has native medical students. Nukualofa has
five, the other two four each. These boys do much of
the work of the hospital, such as nursing, dressing surgical
.cases, and dispensing, under the personal direction of the
- local medical officer ; they are paid by the Government
of Tonga salaries varying from ;E2 a month for the junior
boy to X5 a month for the head boy, according to the length
of service and efficiency, being supplied with quarters,
. -rations, and clothing. The policy of the department is
to train the boys to fit them for appointment of dis-
pensers in the o’utlying islands where there are no doctors.
Already four such dispensaries have been opened at Mua,
Niuafoou, Eua, and Niuatobutabu. Small houses have
been built for them of four rooms, including a dispensary,
and they are supplied with dressings and drugs. They
receive a salary of X6 a month and 30s. a month in lieu of
rations. The dispenser at Mua is the head boy of the

-service, and he receives &pound;100 a year without rations. The
.chief medical officer receives a salary of X500 a year, the
medical officers at Haabai and Vavau &pound;400 a year each.
Each medical officer has the right of private practice, but
all Tongan subjects, and all those who pay taxes, are
treated at the public expense. A fourth medical officer
has recently been appointed to Nukualofa, at a salary of
S400 a year, to assist the chief medical officer in his duties
:and to allow him to visit the outlying islands. All the
medical officers are supplied with furnished quarters. In
addition to treating the natives they carry out the duties
.appertaining to the offices both of health officer and port
health officer. As Tonga is within easy reach both of New
.Zealand and Australia, quarantine regulations are strictly
carried out."

THE TREATMENT OF THE GASTRIC CRISES OF
LOCOMOTOR ATAXY.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,-Can any of my professional brethren help me ? I am

’treating a case of locomotor ataxy in which the gastric crises
.are frequent, very severe, and extremely difficult to relieve.
:Salvarsan was followed by incessant vomiting and a dry
brown tongue for nearly a week. Aspirin in 39 gr. doses
- every four hours gave no relief. Blistering epigastrium, the
- administration of alkalies and bismuth had not the slightest
result. The only thing that has the least beneficial effect is
morphia, which does not cause constipation with him, but is
’often attended with diarrhoea. I have pushed this to
llq. morph. hydroch. 5i. every two hours by the mouth, with
,an occasional hypodermic injection of gr. of morphia when
the pain is very severe, and am getting afraid to go any
further, though even the hypodermic dose does not make
him feel sleepy.

i enclose my card, and am, Sir, Yours faithfully,
March 8th, 1915. NEMO.

TURNING OFF THE GAS.
THE Portsmouth coroner recently investigated a case of

poisoning by gas, in which the death of a young man was
apparently due to a cause which may be of not infrequent
occurrence. He and his newly married wife went to bed
in lo(llincrs which they had taken that afternoon at
South sea and were found insensible at 10 o’clock next
morning, only the wife recovering. It appeared that the
landta ly, following her usual custom, had turned off the
gas at the meter on going to bed, and on rising at
6 A.M. had turned- it on again, while her lodgers were
.still asleep. It was conjectured that one of the new’

lodgers, unaware of this practice, had tried to light
the gas during the night, and having failed to do
so owing to it having been turned off had left the
burner open. Householders who, with the object of
economy in view, turn off the gas at the meter at night
and turn it on again early in the morning, should also
remember that danger may well arise if the inmate of any
room should happen to leave the gas alight after going to
bed and should fall asleep. This might occur where all
the members of a household knew that the head of it had
the habit of turning off the gas at a given hour.

. CENTIGRADE AND FAHRENHEIT.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-In his letter to THE LANCET of March 13th (p. 580)
Dr. H. Alston criticises a statement in my letter of last week
as to the range of body temperature in health. The appeal
to the line on our charts and thermometers leaves me cold ;
but I admit that I have put the normal range somewhat
lower than that which is given by various authorities. They
differ as to the extent of the range, and mostly state one
greater than either Dr. Alston or myself; but they agree
with him in taking the upper limit to 99&deg; F. or even
(Wunderlich) to 995&deg;.
Personally, I should have thought it was more common to

find a temperature near 970 F. at the low time of the 24
hours (midnight, or 2 A.M.) than one of 99" at the higher.
However, my object in writing was to suggest more than
one memoria teclanica for the unfortunate Briton when trying
to think in Centigrade figures. If the suggestion with regard
to the range of normal temperature is unacceptable or mis-
leading, I may leave it to the ingenious practitioner to work
out one for himself. - I am, Sir, yours faithfully, .
March 13th, 1915. GRIMPEUR.

THE RED CROSS IN DENMARK.
THE movement for an improved system of sick-nursing,
which at the time of the Crimean War began in England,
Switzerland, and other countries, did not reach Denmark
till much later, for Florence Nightingale’s book on sick-
nursing did not appear in Danish until 1861. The first effort
made was to establish a "Deaconess" Institution which
was inaugurated on May 26th, 1863, on the initiative of the
Queen of Denmark, the Sisterhood at Kaiserswerth being
taken as a model. The institution, which is situated in a
suburb of Copenhagen, developed into a large institution
and elevated nursing to a high standard all over the
country. The Red Cross Society followed in the year
1875, 12 years after the conference at Geneva, but
the condition of the country had long before taught
the people to act up to the spirit of the Red Cross.
During the three years’ war in 1848-50 a committee was
formed to organise private aid for the sick and wounded,
which collected a large sum whereby many wounded and
survivors had reason to be very grateful for the com-
mittee’s assistance. When Denmark in 1864 had to fight
alone against the allied powers of Prussia and Austria she
considered it best to follow the national tradition and
work on the foundation already laid. The committee of
1848 reassembled to renew its work with the same interest
and energy as during the former war. One of the objects
of the Red Cross Society was to prepare in time of peace
well-trained nurses, and by the cooperation of the
superintendent medical men of the larger hospitals
it has been able to train a considerable number of
nurses, whom it pays partly by yearly wages and
partly in proportion to the nursing performed, and
also puts by a certain sum towards a pension for them.
The society also established Samaritan (Ambulance)
Lectures in different towns on first-aid in industrial
accidents, and caused placards to be posted at railway
stations and seaports containing illustrated instructions
for the resuscitation of the apparently drowned or suffo-
cated and the treatment of the wounded until proper
medical attendance can be obtained. In 1891 an excellent
work, entitled "Denmark: its Medical Organisation,
Hygiene, and Demography," was published in English at
Copenhagen by a subvention of the Danish Government
and presented to the Seventh International Congress of
Hygiene and Demography held in London in that year.

A BYGONE BATH.

ONE of the old spas, so popular with Londoners in the
eighteenth century, has just been exposed in the course of
some building operations in connexion with a new sub-
stat:on for the Electric Parcel Railway in Phoenix-place,
Clerkenwell, on the site of the old Cold Bath Fields
Prison. In 1697 a spring on land then known as Gar liner’s
Fa-m was found to contain certain medicinal properties,
and one Walter Bavnes erected a bath-house over it for the
treat nent of patients suffering from general debility,

- nervous and scorbutic affections, and various chronic
disorders. ThoS3 patients too weak to bathe were lowered
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into the bath, which was very cold, in a dipping chair. It
is a chalybeate spring, and deposits a saline incrusta-
tion, or rlid, if we may credit what we are told. Its supply
was 20,000 gallons daily, the water rising in the marble basin
to 4 ft. 7 in. The bath house stood in a walled-in garden
and continued in use till 1811, when it was sold and the
ground covered by some additions made to the prison. It
is said that the old tread-wheel stood immediately over the
site of the spring. The prison has been pulled down
somewhat recently and certain Post Office buildings now
occupy part of the site. This bath was not far from " The
Bagnigge Wells," for Farringdon-road was originally the
Bagnigge Wells-road.
Another interesting relic has also been revealed. The

Old Fleet river ran across underneath the prison, and this
also has come to light, giving a complete section showing
the mottled clay foundation with the banks rising on either
side covered with alluvium. The bottom is lined with 

i
gravel, probably rolled down from the Hampstead Heights,
and over this is spread a thick bed of black mud in which
have been found a few Roman sherds, gold pins, the bones
of a horse, &c. Above this stratum was some 20 ft. of made
ground on which this part of the prison was built in 1830.
The main part was built in 1794. The whole of this land once
formed part of the residential estate of the ill-fated Lord
Cobham, better known as Sir John Oldcastle, who was
burned alive for heresy at St. Giles’s-in-the-Fields in 1417,
and is believed to have been the original of Falstaff. The
memory of this good man was retained until recently in
Cobham-row, Clerkenwell, since demolished in the con-
struction of Rosebery-avenue.

HEALTH OF BRITISH GUIANA.

THE Blue-Book of this colony for 1913-14, recently presented
to Parliament, gives the estimated population as 304,149- I,
157,972 males and 146,177 females. The birth-rate was
34-6 per 1000, as compared with a mean rate for the 
previous five years of 29’2. The birth-rate per 1000 of the
population of each of the several races representing the
community was: Europeans other than Portuguese,
10-6; Portuguese, 25’8; East Indians. 38’1; Chinese,
39.1; aborigines, 45’6; blacks, 32-3; and mixed races, 32-1.
Of the births registered 59’6 per cent. were illegitimate.
The death-rate for persons of white race was 13’1 per
1000 living. The general death-rate in 1913 was 24-2
per 1000 of the estimated population, this comparing
most favourably with 29-2 in 1912 and 31-7 in 1911;
the mean rate for the previous five years was 31’2.
The deaths of children under 1 year of age was in the pro-
portion of 179 per 1000 births, as compared with 190 per
1000 in 1912 and 229 per 1000 in 1911 ; the mean rate for the
previous five years was 212 per 1000. The five principal
causes of death throughout the colony were : malarial and
other fevers, 17-9 per cent. ; bronchitis and pneumonia,
13&deg;1 ; bowel complaints, 12-7; kidney diseases, 7-8; and
phthisis and other forms of tuberculosis, 6-7. Enteric
fever is a notifiable disease ; during 1913, 433 cases

were notified, with 106 deaths. Anti-malaria and anti-
mosquito measures are being generally and gradually
enforced with visible signs of success. Ankylostomiasis,
which has engaged the attention of the medical depart-
ment for several years, has considerably decreased on the
sugar estates, and this is attributed to improved sanitary
measures and the erection of latrines. There are five
public hospitals in the principal centres of population, and
the outlying districts are served by dispensary hospitals
and dispensaries. The immigration law also requires the
maintenance of hospitals on every plantation on which
there are indentured East Indian labourers, and these
institutions are available for the treatment of emergency
and pauper cases from the general community. There
were 667 patients in the public hospitals at the beginning
of the year, and 13,283 were admitted during the year, the
daily average being 603. There were 1352 deaths. In
addition to those admitted to hospital, out-door treatment
was given to 46,345 persons. At the Leper Asylum there
were 387 patients (265 males and 121 females) when the
year began, and during the year 105 were admitted.

MORE LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR OUR TROOPS.

IN these days it is certainly of importance that our army,
officers and men, should endeavour to pick up a nodding
acquaintance with both French and German ; there is no
knowing when life may hang upon a prompt remark.
The difficulty, of course, is to convey an idea of
pronunciation of these languages by English phonetics.

’ Several small pamphlets have already been published with
this end in view. We have now before us " Easy German
for our Men Abroad and How to Pronounce It," and
a corresponding pamphlet on French, both by Captain
Keyworth, which make a fairly good effort in that direc-
tion. But the vowel sounds are not interchangeable
exactly, for the most part, and the movements of tongue

and lips dictate the exact sound produced. It is difficult
to get the Englishman to pout his lips in speaking.
Since Indian troops are fighting side by side with English,
" Easy Hindustani," by Colonel Alexander Masters, C.B.,
with Captain Keyworth, may also be useful. The
pamphlets are published by Combridges, 56, Church-
road, Hove, price 3d. each.

A CHILDREN’S GUEST HOUSE.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-Will you allow me the courtesy of space in your

paper to put before your readers the following project? The
Women’s Freedom League is opening next month in Nine
Elms (one of the poorest parts of London) a guest house for
the children of the neighbourhood during the confinement of
the mothers. We believe that two great objects will thus be
served. First, the mother will get a chance of proper rest at
a time when it is most necessary and her mind will be at.
ease as to the welfare of the other little ones of her family ;
and, in the second place, the children will be cared for while
their mothers are laid up. We feel, with many others, that
at this time of national crisis the future of England must
not be handicapped by neglect of the future men and women.
The time when our men are fighting and dying for our
country is the very moment when those who stay at home
should not only think for the future but also act.
The guest house will be worked by voluntary helpers and

run in connexion with our penny dinner restaurant, which
supplies on an average 250 dinners daily, and has more than
justified its five months’ existence. But money is needed
for the rent of the guest house, its furnishing, and upkeep.
I earnestly beg those who have the welfare of the women
and children of the nation at heart to help us with funds,
that not only in this district, but in many other parts of
London and our great cities, these guest houses may be
opened. I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

C. DESPARD.
2, Currie-street, Nine Elms, S.W., March 15th, 1915.

AMBULANCE WORK IN INDIAN MINES.
THE Kolar Goldfield special centre of the St. John Ambulance
Association has just made a donation of Rs.1278/1/- to the
St. John Ambulance War Fund for providing comforts for
the sick and wounded soldiers. This centre is one of the
most active in India, and does an immense amount of
useful work in the mines. It has its own ambulance com-
petitions for trophies presented by the Mining Board, and
is up to date in every particular.

COMPARATIVE POSOLOGICAL TABLES.
SOME useful " Posological Tables of the British Pharma-

copoeia, 1914 " have been issued by Messrs. Jewsbury and
Brown, of Ardwick Green, Manchester. The articles
included in the Pharmacopoeia, 1914, are listed in alpha-
betical order with the authorised dose in both metric and
imperial measure, and the percentage strength. In
parallel columns are given the dose (imperial measure
only) and the percentage strength of the corresponding
preparations in the Pharmacopoeia, 1898. The book, which
is a convenient size for the waistcoat pocket, is neatly
covered in red canvas binding.

Cheval.-Either of the small cars would be satisfactory,
’ but our leaning is towards the Singer. The Morris-Oxford
I is another good car on similar lines.

COMMUNICATIONS not noticed in our present issue will
receive attention in our next.

’ METEOROLOGICAL R E A D I N G S.

(Taken daily at 8.30 a.m. by Steward.’s In8trmmnt8.)
THB LANCET Olfice, March 17th, 1915.

The following magazines, journals, &c., have been received :-
Indian Journal of Medical Research, American Journal of Medical
Sciences, Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, Tropical Diseases

Bulletin, Maryland Medical Journal, Journal of Nervous and Mental
Diseases, Aberdeen University Review, American Journal of

Roentgenology, Symons’s Meteorological Magazine, British Journal
of Dental Science, Canadian Journal of Medicine and Surgery.


